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In your practice, you require advanced knowledge of the obstetrical, medical, genetic and surgical
complications of pregnancy and their effects on the mother and fetus. With both basic science and
clinical information, six new chapters, and an updated color design, you need look no further than
the 6th edition of this long-time best seller. Completely revised and updated, this popular reference
now is a complete online resource thanks to the added functionality of Expert Consult -
www.expertconsult.com.Includes both basic science and clinical information to give you
comprehensive knowledge of the biology of pregnancy.Acts as an excellent resource for OB/GYNs
studying for their Maternal-Fetal Medicine boards - and for practitioners who need quick access to
practical information.Features a companion website at www.expertconsult.com with fully
searchable text and quarterly content updates to help you keep up with rapid advances in the
field.Provides an updated and focused reference list to keep you up to date on the standards of
care in maternal-fetal medicine today.Keeps you current with a new section: Disorders at the
Maternal-Fetal Interface.and 6 new chapters: Biology of Parturition, Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease, Intrapartum Assessment of Fetal Health, Pathogenesis of Pre-term Birth,
Maternal and Fetal Infectious Disorders, and Benign Gynecological Conditions of
Pregnancy.Features over 50% new authorship with increased focus on international
perspectives.Includes the following hot topics in Maternal-Fetal Medicine: o Biology of Parturitiono
Fetal Growtho Prenatal Genetic Screening and Diagnosiso Fetal Cardiac Malformations and
Arrhythmias o Thyroid Disease and Pregnancy o Management of Depression and Psychoses during
Pregnancy and the PuerperiumFocuses on evidence based medicine, the current best practice in
MFM for diagnosing and treating high risk pregnancies.Includes new illustrations and an updated,
color design.Your purchase entitles you to access the web site until the next edition is published, or
until the current edition is no longer offered for sale by Elsevier, whichever occurs first. If the next
edition is published less than one year after your purchase, you will be entitled to online access for
one year from your date of purchase. Elsevier reserves the right to offer a suitable replacement
product (such as a downloadable or CD-ROM-based electronic version) should access to the web
site be discontinued.
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Impact of Advanced Maternal Age on the Risk of Stillbirth , Ling Huang, 2006, Stillbirth, 122 pages.
Since more women are having pregnancies at an older age, there are growing concerns about their
pregnancy outcomes. Previous studies reveal an uncertain relationship between.

Planning for pregnancy, birth, and beyond , American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
1995, Family & Relationships, 323 pages. This one-of-a-kind, one-volume reference book, includes
the most accurate, essential, and up-to-date information on every aspect of pregnancy. Created by
the leading.

Preterm Labor Prediction and Treatment, an Issue of Obstetrics and Gynecology Clinics, John C.
Morrison, 2005, Medical, 240 pages. Preterm labor is the most common, catastrophic, and costly
complication of pregnancy.Г‚ It is responsible for the bulk of maternal antenatal hospital
admissions and neonatal.
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Engines of creation , K. Eric Drexler, 1986, Science, 298 pages. Focusing on the breakthrough
field of molecular engineering--a new technology enabling scientists to build tiny machines atom
by atom--the author offers projections on how this.

Fetal medicine principles and practice, Frank A. Manning, 1995, Health & Fitness, 596 pages.
This book provides an in-depth discussion of fetal health issues. KEY TOPICS: Emphasis is placed
on monitoring and on techniques required for diagnosing fetal health problems..

Diagnostic obstetrical ultrasound , John P. McGahan, Manuel Porto, 1994, Health & Fitness, 524
pages. .

State of the Art Atlas of Endoscopic Surgery in Infertility and Gynecology , Nutan Jain, Jan 1,
2004, Generative organs, Female, 575 pages. This Atlas encompasses the description of most of
the surgeries with the help of high quality colour illustrations serially depicting the surgical steps.
Profusely supported by.

Manual of fetal echocardiography , Lindsey Dorothy Allan, Dec 31, 1986, Medical, 175 pages. .

Fetal and maternal medicine , Edward J. Quilligan, Norman Kretchmer, 1980, Medical, 681
pages. .

Fetal Medicine for the MRCOG and Beyond , Alan Cameron, Janet Brennand, Lena Crichton,
Janice Gibson, Jan 1, 2011, Education, 222 pages. This book provides comprehensive coverage
of fetal medicine and is designed for MRCOG candidates..

Textbook of laparoscopy , Jaroslav F. Hulka, 1985, Medical, 152 pages. .

Fetal endocrinology , T. Zondek, Lilly H. Zondek, 1979, Medical, 158 pages. .

Sectional fetal anatomy in ultrasound , Alfons Staudach, 1987, Medical, 198 pages. .

Maternal-fetal Medicine , Robert K. Creasy, Robert Resnik, 1999, Medical, 1266 pages. The 4th
Edition of this state-of-the-art guide provides a detailed understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms of both normal and abnormal reproduction, and applies these.



The Last Escape The Untold Story of Allied Prisoners of War in Germany 1944-1945, John Nichol,
Tony Rennell, Sep 4, 2003, History, 512 pages. As WW2 drew to a close, hundreds of thousands of
British and American prisoners of war, held in camps in Nazi-occupied Europe, faced the prospect
that they would never get homeShenandoah , James Reasoner, Jul 1, 2005, Fiction, 416 pages.
Shenandoah follows a Southern family through the trials and tribulations of the American Civil War.
The long-absent Titus Brannon returns home to find that his wife has remarried download Creasy
and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice Robert K. Creasy, Robert Resnik, Jay
D. Iams 1282 pages



The Arbitrariness of the Death Penalty , Barry Nakell, Kenneth A. Hardy, 1987, Law, 299 pages. Is
the death penalty administered consistently in states where it is a legal judicial action?Leamington
Spa , Graham Sutherland, Francis Frith Collection, 2006, Leamington (England), 96 pages. This
volume contains period photographs from 'The Francis Frith Collection', with extended captions and
introduction. It includes an aerial photograph, historic ordnance survey On-LVL Two Snails G1
Trophies, HSP, Harcourt School Publishers Staff, 2002, Juvenile Nonfiction
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Econometric Analysis , William H. Greene, 2003, , 1026 pagesModern Medicinal Chemistry , John
Bodenhan Taylor, P. D. Kennewell, 1993, Medical, 290 pages. This single-volume introduction to
various aspects of medicinal chemistry covers a wide range of topics -- from the role of industry
and governments, and legal considerations download Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine:
Principles and Practice Saunders/Elsevier, 2009
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Database Management Concepts, Design, and Practice, Esen Ozkarahan, 1990, Computers, 560
pagesAbsent Minded Beggars , William Bennett, Oct 13, 1999, History, 224 pages. The British
Army suffered one of its greatest crises when in December 1899 the Boer irregulars inflicted three
reverses in South Africa in 'Black Week'. A nation grown
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Better Than Fiction True travel tales from great fiction writers, Alexander McCall Smith, Kurt
Andersen, Stefan Merrill Block, Bryce Courtenay, M J Hyland, Peter Matthiessen, Frances Mayes,
Joyce Carol Oates, Tea Obreht, DBC Pierre, Oct 1, 2012, Travel, 320 pages. A collection of original
travel stories told by some of the world's best novelists, including Isabel Allende, Keri Hulme, Peter
Matthiessen, Alexander McCall Smith, Joyce CarolJourney to the centre of the earth the new
geology, Martin Redfern, Oct 1, 1991, Science, 143 pages Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal
Medicine: Principles and Practice Saunders/Elsevier, 2009



Coming Home Timeless Wisdom for Families, James C. Dobson, 1999, Family & Relationships, 261
pages. These selections from Dr. Dobson's 90-second radio feature, Focus on the Family
Commentary, provide wisdom and inspiration for various family relationshipsThe Journey Out ,
Gretchen Flores, Oct 1, 2008, Religion, 220 pages. You can flourish with a life of fruitfulness, faith,
and joy. The Journey Out is about moving out of the weeds that choke our faith and into a life of
fruitfulness. Based on Dead Lock , Sean Black, 2011, Bodyguards, 415 pages. His mission should
have been straightforward: to keep one man alive for one week. ONE PRISONER Super-intelligent
and brutally violent, Frank 'Reaper' Hays is a leading member
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Ovid Tristia Ex Ponto , Arthur Leslie Wheeler, 2007, History, 568 pages. PREFACE. THE Author of
this very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all who
had it. He does not pretend to have writtenCrevasse! the 1927 flood in Acadiana, Glenn R. Conrad,
Carl A. Brasseaux, 1994, History, 125 pages Comprehensive Spelling Instruction Theory, Research,
and, Carl R. Personke, Albert Hoy Yee, 1971, Language Arts & Disciplines, 99 pages download
Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice
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The Little Book of Living Green , Mark Hegarty, Sep 23, 2008, House & Home, 160 pages. Mark
Hegarty offers more than 150 insights on how you can go green within the comfort of your own
home. Witty and concise, Hegarty offers practical tips like donating yourThe effect of consumers'
diet and health knowledge on their food consumption , Hyoshin Kim, 1995, Health & Fitness, 292
pages



Japanese Art & Culture , Kamini Khanduri, Jul 1, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 56 pages. Introduces
the art and culture of Japan. Includes a glossary and colorful photographsThe Politics of Britain,
1688-1800 , Jeremy Black, 1993, History, 167 pages. This study provides a comprehensive analysis
of both the structures of 18th-century politics - national and local - and the major issues that
provided the dynamics of a period Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and
Practice 2009 1416042245, 9781416042242 The Emmaus Readers Listening for God in
Contemporary Fiction, Susan M. Felch, Gary D. Schmidt, 2008, Literary Collections, 208 pages.
Presents a synopsis, biographical information about the author, an overview of the issues, and
discussion questions and answers for twelve different novels covering a variety Gates grounds her
approach in four elements of vocal production: respiration, vibration, resonation and articulation.
En 1844, Isabella Walker Г©pouse en secondes noces lвЂ™ingГ©nieur Henry Robinson avec qui
elle sвЂ™installe Г Г‰dimbourg. En 1850, elle rencontre Edward Lane, brillant Г©tudiant en.
Covers a wide range of tourism activities - such as skiing, surfing, horse-riding and hiking. This is
the essential textbook for students interested in this rapidly growing.



The Works of Edgar Allan Poe , Charles Baudelaire, 2008, Literary Collections, 724 pages. Many of
the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic worksThe Psychology of the
Internet , Patricia Wallace, Mar 19, 2001, Computers, 264 pages. Delves into the psychological
aspects of the virtual world to understand why humans often behave differently in cyberspace
Williams-Sonoma Kids in the Kitchen: Fun Food , Stephanie Rosenbaum, Oct 31, 2006, Cooking,
128 pages. One of two debut installments in a new children's series, a guide for young cooks
between the ages of eight and eleven provides kid-friendly recipes ranging from favorite It
presents five Laureates and ten Associate Laureates chosen for their innovative ideas and other
interesting projects submitted to the 1996 Rolex Awards for Enterprise. A stunning novel of
friendship, guilt, and madness: two friends, torn apart by a terrible secret, and the dark adventure
that neither of them could have ever conceived. ItвЂ™s.
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What's So Scary? , , 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. Animals drawn by an illustrator for a book try
to figure out where they really belongStudy Guide for Brinkerhoff/White/Ortega's Essentials of
Sociology , David B. Brinkerhoff, Lynn K. White, Suzanne T. Ortega, Rose Weitz, 2004, Social
Science, 272 pages. Each chapter of the study guide includes learning objectives, detailed chapter
outlines, matching exercises, internet exercises, 30-35 multiple-choice questions and 10 true
Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice Galaxy 5 Activity Book, Alison
Blair, Jane Cadwallader, Paul Shipton, 2004
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Nine Fairy Tales And One More Thrown in for Good Measure, Karel Capek, Oct 1, 1996, Fiction,
252 pages. Modern fairy tales mix fairies, elves, talking animals, and supernaturual beings with
detectives, mailmen, secret police, and Hollywood starsLet Sleeping Vets Lie , James Herriot, 2006,
Biography & Autobiography, 251 pages. With two years experience behind him, James Herriot still
feels privileged working on the beautiful Yorkshire moors as assistant vet at the Darrowby practice.
Time to meet yet



Tales of terror and fantasy: ten stories from "Tales of mystery and imagination" , Edgar Allan Poe,
1971, Fiction, 150 pages. The anthology blends terror and fantasy, providing a broad introduction
to Poe's versatile literary skillsVideotex '84 , , 1984, Information display systems, 442 pages Creasy
and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice Robert K. Creasy, Robert Resnik, Jay
D. Iams ABC's for Kiwis , Jahri Jah Jah, 2008, English language, 16 pages. Simple illustrations and
text introduces the alphabet. Suggested level: junior Examines current theories concerning the
ancient Olmec civilization, discusses transoceanic trade, and explores Olmec writing. This much
anticipated Third Edition provides a comprehensive presentation of the global burden and patterns
of cancer occurrence, along with new developments in our.
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The violin man , HSP, Jan 1, 2001, Juvenile Nonfiction, 80 pages. A story, set in the nineteenth-
century, of the search for a lost Stradivarius violinThe Pursuit of Ideals , Yervant Hovhannes
Krikorian, 1970, Philosophy, 113 pages Report of the. Annual Convention of the American Inter.,
Volume 13 1892, , 1893, Missions Beautiful and wealthy Antoinette Cosway's passionate love for
an English aristocrat threatens to destroy her idyllic West Indian island existence and her very life.
Welcome to the future of America. Land of chaos and home of the ambitious... After years of
unchecked extremism, the presidential election is now a high-stakes poker game.
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Precious Moments Bible , Nelsonword Publishing Group, 1989, Baby books, 1074 pagesCredit Risk
Modeling , Tomasz R. Bielecki, Monique Jeanblanc, Marek Rutkowski, 2009, , 306 pages Creasy
and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice Saunders/Elsevier, 2009



The Sovereign's Daughter , Susan K. Downs, Susan May Warren, Jan 1, 2008, Fiction, 286 pages.
An insecure young man from the steppes of South Russia's Mennonite farmland is no match for
those who will stop at nothing to seek out and destroy Anton's charge--and theStochastic
Processes with Applications , Rabi N. Bhattacharya, Edward C. Waymire, Aug 27, 2009,
Mathematics, 184 pages. This book develops systematically and rigorously, yet in an expository
and lively manner, the evolution of general random processes and their large time properties such
as Mountbatten , Richard Alexander Hough, 1981, Non-Classifiable, 302 pages. A biography of one
of this century's most famous and most colorful figures, Lord Louis Mountbatten, is told through
his own words and the author's comments and details every Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal
Medicine: Principles and Practice 1282 pages Based on the psychological complexities of human
mind, the work is pervaded by a mysterious aura. A drink opens the inner eye of the protagonist.
What follows is a mind.
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Molecular Endocrinology , Franklyn F. Bolander, 2004, Medical, 632 pages. Aimed at graduate level
courses, this textbook provides students with a solid background in the basics of molecular
endocrinology. Various hormone signaling examples provide aBring 'em Back Alive The Best of
Frank Buck, Frank Buck, May 1, 2006, Literary Criticism, 248 pages. The intrepid Texas jungle
adventurer Frank Buck spent his life capturing alive every kind of animal, and enthralled
generations of readers with the stories of danger and daring Audel Air Conditioning Home and
Commercial , Rex Miller, Mark Richard Miller, Edwin P. Anderson, Oct 28, 2004, Technology &
Engineering, 528 pages. This guide will keep you cool Like its earlier editions, this fully updated
guidebook is packed with practical information on installing, servicing, maintaining, and trouble
The author recalls her years as a leader in the Black Panther Party, including her complicated
relationship with fellow Panther Huey Newton, her own struggles with racism and. Rural poverty is
often unseen or misperceived by outsiders. Dr Chambers contends that researchers, scientists,
administrators and fieldworkers rarely appreciate the richness.
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MiИ™carea naИ›ionalДѓ a romГўnilor din Transilvania Г®ntre anii 1790 И™i 1848, Ladislau
GyГ©mГЎnt, 1986, Romania, 513 pagesFrench-English Dictionary , Majka Dischler, 2006, Foreign
Language Study, 1307 pages. Presents a thumb-indexed French-English, English-French bilingual
dictionary containing 10,000 word and phrase entries, with additional sections on numerals,
abbreviations
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The Great Ages of Western Philosophy: The age of enlightenment, by I. Berlin. The age of
ideology, by H. D. Aiken. The age of analysis, by M. White , Anne Jackson Fremantle, 1962,
PhilosophyPower in Praise , Merlin R. Carothers, Feb 1, 1993, Christian life, 143 pages Creasy and
Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice 1416042245, 9781416042242 The
devolution of power local democracy, regionalism and nationalism, John Pitcairn Mackintosh, 1968,
Political Science, 207 pages In October 1993, the Rutgers University Wireless Infonnation Network
Laboratory hosted the fourth WINLAB Workshop on Third Generation Wireless Infonnation
Networks. These. People said it couldn't be done. When President Bill Clinton announced in March
1993 that "the federal government is broken and we intend to fix it," old hands in Washington, D.
Save Time and Money-and Get the Loan That's Right for You Ever-changing mortgage guidelines .
. . confusing financial forms . . . if you're buying or refinancing a home, you.
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Methods of Tissue Engineering , Anthony Atala, Robert Paul Lanza, 2002, Medical, 1285 pages.
This book will be a resource for the experienced tissue engineer, a starting point for the student,
and a guidebook for the next generation of tissue engineers. Contained inOutlines & Highlights for
Oxford Handbook of Internet Psychology by Adam Joinson (Editor) , Cram101 Textbook Reviews,
Jul 1, 2011, Education, 128 pages. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable
terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides download Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and
Practice 1416042245, 9781416042242 The Wheels on the Bus , , 2009, Animals, 24 pages. In this
edition, a cheeky wombat bus driver drives his animal passengers around Australia. Come
snorkelling with the emu at the Great Barrier Reef. Get rescued by a surf Resigned to her life
alone, unmarried fifty-one-year-old Myra Lipinsky immerses herself in her career as a visiting
nurse, in which role she is reunited with Chip Reardon, who. When lonely Miss Spider tries to host
a tea party, the other bugs refuse to come for fear of being eaten!.
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Educating for Meaningful Lives Through Existential Spirituality, Scott Webster, 2009, Education,
238 pages. Why are students becoming disengaged from schooling? Many teachers, administrators
and designers of policy and curriculum are expressing concern over this issue.
CurrentEncyclopaedia Of Operating System (Set Of 3 Vols.) , Sudhir Kumar, Jan 1, 2004, Operating
systems (Computers), 940 pages. Operating System Is The Heart Of Any Computer. This Field Is
Changing Field At A Breathtakingly Rapid Rate, As Computers Are Now Prevalent In Virtually Every
Application. Yet download Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine: Principles and Practice
Saunders/Elsevier, 2009 Read the Bible Smarter, Not Harder Exploring the Stories Behind the
Books, Christopher R. Smith, Oct 15, 2011, Religion, 168 pages. Many biblical scholars today
approach the Bible as a collection of books, treating each book as a composition in its own right.
Can such an approach help devotional readers Describes the individual admissions process of fifty
students accepted to the prestigious university, sharing strategies for identifying key talents,
submitting the perfect. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality.
Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with
imperfections. Convinced that she is an ugly duckling, Rose sees her family's evacuation from
London and flight to a seaside village as the perfect opportunity to forget her woes, in a story.
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Social and Institutional Elements of Disaster Vulnerability , Lee Bosher, 2007, Social Science, 272
pages. Studies over the last twenty years show that understanding the social and economic forces
that govern society and create vulnerability should have the same emphasis asVincent Van Gogh:
The Complete Paintings, Volume 1 The Complete Paintings, Ingo F. Walther, Vincent van Gogh,
Rainer Metzger, 1990, Art, 740 pages Between Heaven and Ground Zero One Woman's Struggle
for Survival and Faith in the Ashes of 9/11, Leslie Haskin, Feb 1, 2008, Religion, 192 pages. A
Second Chance at Life On the sunny morning of Tuesday, September 11, 2001, terrorists murdered
more than twenty-seven hundred people in an attack on New York City. Thousands 'At a time
when archaeology is uncertain about its future, it is hoped that this book will illustrate some of the
achievements and the future potential of zooarchaeology.



Egyptian Mummies Radiological Atlas of the Collections in the National Museum of Antiquities at
Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden, Maarten J. Raven, Wybren K. Taconis, 2005, Social
Science, 334 pages. With 31 human mummies and over 70 embalmed animals, the Egyptian
mummy collection of the National Museum of Antiquities in Leiden is justly famous for its range
and variety. ItTyrannosaurus Rex , Daniel Cohen, Jul 1, 2000, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages.
Discusses the physical characteristics, habitat, food, defenses, relatives, and extinction of the
largest meat-eating dinosaur Creative Industries Contracts Between Art and Commerce, Richard E.
Caves, 2000, Business & Economics, 454 pages. "To explain the logic of these arrangements, the
author draws on the analytical resources of industrial economics and the theory of contracts. He
addresses the winner-take-all Adventures in Singing combines a thorough introduction to the
singing process with an anthology of 70 songs. It offers a clear introduction to the basics of how
the voice works. This book provides: grammar structures that are explained in context so you
understand how they work in practice ; practice activities that check that you understand the.



Graphic Standards Field Guide to Hardscape , Leonard J. Hopper, Dec 13, 2010, Architecture, 320
pages. Quick, reliable answers to your most common on-site questions When you're in the field,
you never know what you'll come across. The Graphic Standards Field Guide to HardscapeCats ,
Eleanor Booth Simmons, Jul 1, 2011, Nature, 216 pages. Many of the earliest books, particularly
those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive.
We are republishing these classic works download Creasy and Resnik's Maternal-fetal Medicine:
Principles and Practice Robert K. Creasy, Robert Resnik, Jay D. Iams 1282 pages
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The Concise Guide to Economics , Jim Cox, 2007, Business & Economics, 136 pages. To
understand economics is to understand the practical case for freedom. The great merit of this book
is to bring out the connection in the clearest and shortest possible wayImplementing Standards-
based Education , Robert J. Marzano, John S. Kendall, Jan 1, 1998, Education, 90 pages. Describes
assessment-based approaches to standards implementation



The Complete Short Stories of Mark Twain , Mark Twain, Jan 1, 2010, Fiction, . This
comprehensive volume of all of Twain's shorter works is representative of his vast humor and wit.
The Complete Short Stories of Mark Twain includes the following talesEnergy Glossary , Arthur P.
Diamond, Jan 1, 2002, Technology & Engineering, 158 pages. This comprehensive new glossary
presents over 3,000 terms with definitions and extra indexing for cross-referencing. Coverage
includes all aspects of energy including solar Naturalism and the Human Spirit , , 1944 Conflict in
intimate relationships is as normal and essential as love. How you fight and resolve conflicts
determines the difference between a sustained healthy and satisfying. In this brilliant narrative of
America's first limited war, John Toland shows yet again why, for over two decades, he has been
one of this country's most respected and popular. During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday
afternoons when all his classmates go to either Catechism or Hebrew school, seventh-grader
Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker's.
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Make a Lion Mask, Reader Grade 1 Harcourt School Publishers Signatures, Harcourt School
Publishers Staff, Jan 1, 1997, Juvenile Nonfiction, 16 pagesThe American Frugal Housewife , Lydia
Maria Child, 1999, Cooking, 130 pages. Simply written recipes for roasting a pig, preparing corned
beef, hasty pudding, carrot pie, buffalo tongue, and scores of other dishes. Helpful suggestions for
treating
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